Park Policies

Monday - Sunday
10:00 AM - 7:00 PM
Dos

Bikini

Swimming
Suit

Hijab

Board
Shorts

Waterproof
Diaper

Full Body
Swimwear

Goggles

Round Neck
T-Shirt

Water Shoes

Underwear

Jeans

Skirt

Jacket

• Appropriate swimwear is required.
• No cut-off shorts, denim shorts, or swimwear containing plastic pieces,
metal rivets, buckles, belts, grommets, or ornaments permitted! Protruding
or hanging jewelry is not allowed on some attractions.
• Dive masks covering the eyes and nose may not be worn in the park.
Goggles may be permitted on some attractions.
• Footwear is not permitted on some attractions
• Shorts, pants, and bathing suit bottoms must be worn around the waist with
no sagging or visible undergarments
• Guests wearing or requiring diapers and children being toilet trained must
wear a swim diaper -- available for purchase in the Andamanda Shop.

Weather Policy
Button and
Zipper

Snorkeling
Gear

Outside Food
and Drink

Personal
Flotation Device

Weapons

• Your safety is our top priority at Andamanda and for that reason,
the operation of any or all attractions may be temporarily suspended
due to severe weather conditions.
• Please follow the instructions of park team members.

General Safety Information
Toys

Pets

• No running permitted.
• Diving is prohibited at all times and in all areas.
• It is recommended that you rent a locker to keep your valuables safe,
secure, and dry during your visit. Andamanda is not responsible for lost,
stolen, or damaged items.
• Children must not be left unattended at any time.
• We STRONGLY recommend that minors (under 18 years of age)
be accompanied by an adult. Children may NEVER be dropped off at the park
or left unsupervised. Andamanda does not assume any responsibility or
liability for stranded minors.
• Andamanda does not page Guests and recommends that you and your
group establish a meeting place within the park in case you get separated.

Phang Nga

Mai Khao

AIRPORT

Nai Yang

Thalang
Bang Tao

Heroines
Monument

Surin
Kamala

Laem Hin Port

Patong
PHUKET
TOWN

Dress Code

Don’ts

Diaper

• Obey all posted safety rules throughout the park.
• Prices and operating schedules are subject to change without notice.
• All attractions are subject to temporary maintenance, safety, or inclement
weather shutdowns.
• No littering, unruly behavior, profanity, vandalism, or drugs permitted.
• Smoking is only permitted in specific, designated locations. Locations are
designated with signage.
• No hammocks or unsecured umbrellas permitted.
• Some attractions have specific height, weight, and health requirement that
are strictly enforced.
• Handheld cameras of any kind are not permitted on any attractions.
• Cameras and camera phones are not permitted in restrooms or changing
areas.
• Line jumping, cutting, or space holding is not permitted and may be cause
for immediate ejection from the park.
• By entering Andamanda, you and your group or family consent to being
photographed or filmed for promotional purposes without payment or
authorization.
• No pets are permitted in the park; please see Guest Relations for questions
regarding service animals or guests with disabilities. Please do not leave
pets in your vehicle.
• Outside food or beverages are not permitted.

Phuket Bay

Karon
N
W

Kata
Panwa Cape

E
S

Rawai
Phrom Thep Cape

Koh Phi Phi

The flight time from Bangkok to
Phuket is 1 hour and 25 minutes.
Phuket is about 867 km (539 miles)
from Bangkok,with a travelling time
of approximately 12 hours.
Get to the southern bus station.
The VIP buses to Phuket takes
12 hours.
35 minutes from Phuket Airport
15 minutes from Phuket Old Town
20 minutes from Patong Beach
20 minutes from Rawai Beach
20 minutes from Chalong Pier
30 minutes from Kamala Beach
Contact us

@andamandaphuket
Email: info@andamandaphuket.com | Tel. 076 646 777

www.andamandaphuket.com

www.andamandaphuket.com

Soar down vertically and bounce
back up for a great Adrenaline!

25
5

Attractions

36 Lanes of Activity
Themed Zones
based on

Thai Mythologies

12 Extreme Attractions
5,300 sq.m. Kids Zone
3 Leisure Attractions
3 Must See Attractions

(Koh Tapu, Andamanda Bay, The Pearl Palace)

2
2

Food Hubs with 700 seats
Unique Swim Up Bars

Facilities & Services

Towel

Locker

Life Jacket

Shower Room Photo Service

First Aid

Transportation
Service

Outrace the dragon and your friends down
the super speedy water lane for ultimate thrill.

Experience the up and down thrills of
the longest dueling Master Blaster in Thailand!

The Village Restaurant is the ideal place to
experience the charm of a traditional Thai
market, with a dash of international flair. The
Village Restaurant specializes in made to
order local Thai, Italian and American dishes,
along with curries from all over the world!
Guest can enjoy traditional Thai dishes and
unique artisanal products. Test and try our
exclusive "the Senses of Andamanda"
products as well ranges of beautifully-made
crafts as takehomes.

After a day of maximum funs and
thrills, it's time to fuel up for even
more fun! Guests looking to
enjoy a beach day barbeque will
find all that and more at Tropical
Beach Restaurant. The Tropical
Beach Restaurant specializes in
made to order Thai style grilled
seafood, American style ribs as
well as everyone’s favorite surf
and turf.

Slow down and enjoy a drink at this one
of a kind swim-up bar, it is the first
transparent acrylic edge pool in South
East Asia! Sip on signature drinks and
enjoy spectacular view of guests
whizzing by on Angles slides

Looking for a place to hang out and enjoy
the ocean breeze? Wave Bar is the place
to be. Take a dip into another world at this
swim up bar at Koh Tapu Landmark. Enjoy
signature drinks by this super cool infinity
edge pool and don't forget to take cool
selfies with those ultra chic drinks!

2
MIN

122
CM

MAX

RIDERS

454

1
UNDER

107

Gate to the magnificent gem of the ocean where mystic legends
await your discovery. After passing through the Pearl palace guests
are welcomed by The Great Nagon, where he is protecting the iconic
Andamanda Pearl. Guests can take in breathtaking views of the
intricate sculpture or take a selfie at our recommended picture point.

CM

RIDERS

320

CM

3-5

KG

Thrill Rating

Are you a beginner at extreme thrills? Go for 101 slide rides with
Rock 'N' Rafts. No need to fly solo! Take your buddy down the the
giant raft with you for friendly thrills. Each turns and dips will
definitely surprise you and keep you exciting until the final landing.

6

5

MAX

107

Thrill Rating

3-5

KG

Prepare yourself for some extreme fun and
fly like an engle as you soar down a drop
that takes guests up a near-vertical wall for
a moment of weightlessness before zooming back down.

4

MIN

3

7

Thrill Rating
MUST WEAR

MIN

AN APPROVED
LIFEJACKET

Experience the beauty and thrill of
swimming in 10,000 sq.m. man
made sea with artificial surf, the
largest of its kind in Southern
Thailand. With the ability to have
waves reach an astounding 3 meters
high making it the highest in
Thailand. For guests that prefer to
lay back and enjoy views of Koh
Tapu with a drink in hand, the sandy
beach is the perfect place.

MAX

107

136

CM

KG

MAX

MIN

181.4

MAX

107

KG

136

CM

Thrill Rating

KG

MAX

MIN

181.4
KG

Moken’s Boat shakes up riders
with a series of twists, turns and
oscillations. Single or double riders
experience a traditional inner tube
ride until they are rushed into the
Moken’s Boat for unexpectedly
fast near-vertical transitions.

MAX

136

CM

Thrill Rating

Want to a explore a cavern? Look
no further and head to one right
here in Andamanda!. Experience
a thrilling tube ride with slithering
twists, Curving Cavern is full of
tight corners and high-banking
turns. Ride alone or grab a friend!

MAX

107

181.4

KG

PHOTO SPOT

KG

Thrill Rating

Here in Andamanda we present
the first of its kind Koh Tapu.
Make sure you get a great photo
with the famous landmark from
Phang Nga Bay, it first made its
way onto the international
tourist map through its starring
role in the James Bond movie
“The Man with the Golden Gun

Single and double riders can
slide down open and enclosed
flumes that combine all the fun
of a tubular body slide with a
really awesome corkscrew
sensation that absolutely has to
be experienced.

8
Looking for a place to hang out and enjoy the ocean
breeze? Wave Bar is the place to be. Take a dip into
another world at this swim up bar at Koh Tapu
Landmark. Enjoy signature drinks by this super cool
infinity edge pool and don't forget to take cool selfies
with those ultra chic drinks!

The Village Restaurant is the ideal place to experience
the charm of a traditional Thai floating market, with
a dash of international flair. The Village Restaurant
specializes in made to order local Thai, Italian and
American dishes, along with curries from all over the
world! Guest can enjoy traditional Thai dishes and
unique artisanal products. Test and try our exclusive
"the Senses of Andamanda" products as well ranges
of beautifully-made crafts as takehomes.

1
MIN

107
CM

1

UNDER

107
CM

2

102
CM

Thrill Rating

MAX

136
KG

RIDER

1

MAX

90.7
KG

RIDERS

1-4

CM

WEIGHT

45-136

RIDER

1

KG

Step into an enclosed capsule of Cobra Curls high in the sky.
The door is closed, and the trap floor drops from beneath your
feet in 3-2-1! -plummeting you into free-falling thrills through
an enclosed inverted looping flume for over 61m (200ft).
MIN

Thrill Rating

122

3

1

2

3

CM

122
CM

MAX

136
KG

RIDER

1

DEPTH
3.1 M

Thrill Rating

Kinnaree is a mythological
creature from the Thai literature.
She is part human part bird
whose job is to play music in
Heaven as well as to watch over
the wellbeing of human beings.
Sounds like a good job, doesn't
it? Take flight with Kinnaree to
experience the celestrial rides
down the magical water slides,
plunging to the 10-feet deep
pool of water.

5

MIN

107
CM

WEIGHT

50-136
KG

MAX

4

UNDER

107

181.4

CM

KG

Thrill Rating

Fun ride with Angels is just
a climb away! Trek to the top
of Kinnaree’s temple and
experience the up and down
thrills of the longest dueling
Master Blaster in Thailand! The
two slides use patented "Master
Blaster" technology to propel
riders uphill with jets of water.
Drop 6m (20ft) then race
through a series of dips, tunnels,
twists and turns.

What can be a better place to spend your
time on the island other than a perfect white
sand beach? Grab one of the ten signature
drinks at Sand bar and lay out on the white Sand Beach for the
ultimate time out. Great spot to get that tan you have been meaning
to and at the same time, check out all the cool surf moves at FlowRider!

BODY MIN
BOARD 107
CM

MUST WEAR

AN APPROVED
LIFEJACKET

Everyone needs a break from all the
exciting action. Emerald Pool is the
perfect place for adult and children
to take a break at this outdoor
activity pool. The glistening water
is inviting and give everyone a cool
sanctuary under the bright sun.
A great spot for the whole family to
enjoin spending time together.
Chill out with drinks from Sand bar
while building up that perfect
vacation tan.

6

1

122

Grab a bodyboard and surf
ocean-like waves. A rapid
moving sheet of water rushes
across a soft, wave-shaped
surface creating an endless
wave to ride. Guests at the
park can bodyboard any
operating day. Stand-up is
only permitted to experienced
riders; guests are required to
pass a test.

Slow down and enjoy a drink at this
one of a kind swim-up bar, it is the first
transparent acrylic edge pool in South
East Asia Water Park! Sip on signature
drinks and enjoy spectacular view of
guests whizzing by on Angles slides

CM

MAX

136

RIDER

KG

1

Thrill Rating

Feel like you are soaring through Naga’s Jungle! For the
ultimate in gravity-defying thrills, try the speed-slide action of
Guarda Soars. Lie on your back and enjoy the flight.

Thrill Rating

Thrill Rating

RIDER

KG

Leave it up to the Dragon and experience a moment of freefall.
Step into Dragon's Drop enclosed capsule high in the sky. The
door is sealed, and the trap floor drops from beneath your feet
in 3 -2 1! - plummeting into free-falling thrills.

4
MIN

MAX

136

Thrill Rating

MIN

Thrill Rating

Little Reef offers our smallest thrill
seekers their own pint-sized version of
Andamanda slides for hours of fun.
There’s plenty to keep the little adventures entertained all day. Great spot
for family to enjoy their quality time
togehter.

122
Thrill Rating

Wonder Waterland is the go-to place
for our smallest guests. Kids can jump
and splash around with the interactive jelly fish swings that resides in
Wonder Waterland or slip and slide
down the Mr. Krab waterslide.
Oversized landmarks and animals of
all shapes and size will squirt,
sprinkle, soak and splash kids and
parents too!

CM

MIN

2

Thrill Rating

91

Thrill Rating

MUST WEAR

3

MIN

1

AN APPROVED
LIFEJACKET

Atoll Adventures is an interactive
three-story play structure with 8 slides
and over 300 additional hands-on
water fun including interactive water
guns, nozzles faucets and water
buckets. Every five minutes the water
bucket unloads 500 gallons of water
on anyone below! The super web of
slides will keep you entertained all
days without getting bored. Ask your
friend to take a cool shot of you under
the giant spash!

4

RIDER

KG

Can you outrace the dragons? Grab your
mat and get ready belly down, head first
on this six-laned aquatic race way. Climb
your way up to the top of Racing Naga’s
and let her rip. Race against your friends
in the thrilling Racing Naga’s water slide
to see who the fastest slider of them all.
Last one down buys a drink at Wave Bar

Grab a tube and float along Asia’s
longest lazy river. At 550 meters long
guests big and small can float along
taking in the breathtaking jungle
scenery, coral reefs and waterfall.
Rolling Ripples is an excellent way for
everyone in the family to cool off and
chill out.

MIN

MAX

136

5

After a day of maximum fun and
thrills, it's time to fuel up for even
more fun! Guests looking to enjoy
a beach day barbeque will find all
that and more at Tropical Beach
Restaurant. The Tropical Beach
Restaurant specializes in made to
order Thai style grilled seafood,
American style ribs as well as
everyone’s favorite surf and turf.

Food &
Beverage

Photo Spot

First Aid

Cabana

Toilet

ATM

Retail Shop /
Retail Kiosk

Locker Room

Smoking Area

